
Take a trip  
to see the  
fall colors

Find a bird 
feather

Watch a 
sunrise

Make a pine cone 
 bird feeder

Take a photo in an 
aspen alley

Discover aquatic 
insects in a  

pond or stream

Fill a plastic bag with 
litter on a hike

Learn to use bear 
spray 

Imitate an elk call or 
bugle

Write a letter to 
Smokey Bear – zip 

code 20252

Observe a beaver 
lodge or dam

Find a track of  
your favorite WY 

wildlife critter

Peek at wildlife 
through binoculars

Explore a field guide 
and identify five 

species native to WY

Visit a 
wetland

See (but don’t touch) 
a pronghorn or deer 
fawn or an elk calf

Introduce yourself to 
anyone who works 
for Game and Fish 

See sage grouse 
dance on a lek

Plant a  
wildlife-friendly 

garden

Build a bat 
house

Dissect an owl 
pellet 

Set up a trail 
camera

Send a letter to 
your Game and Fish 

Commissioner

Spot a western  
meadlowlark  

- WY state bird

List all the nature 
noises you hear in 15 

minutes

Drive by a wildlife 
overpass or 
underpass

Share five  
WY wildlife facts  

with someone

Volunteer with a local 
conservation group

Visit a Wildlife 
Management  
Habitat Area

Clean your boots 
after a muddy 

adventure

Attend the Wyoming 
Outdoor Expo

Find a sagebrush 
plant taller than you

Find a deer, elk or 
moose rub

Smell elk in  
the forest

Find a horned  
lizard - WY  

state reptile

Call a duck
Catch a fish in your 

local community 
fishing pond

Cook and eat a  
fish you catch

Bait your  
own hook

Identify wildlife  
poop (scat)

Complete any Youth 
Fishing Challenge

Visit a fish hatchery in 
person or virtually 

Catch a fish on a  
fly you tied

Teach a friend 
to fish

Learn to tie a  
new knot

Shoot a bow  
and arrow

Hunt a rabbit  
or pheasant

Ice fish  
for burbot

Catch a sculpin  
or a sauger

Call a 
turkey

Visit your local gun 
range or trap club

Find a  
shed antler

Graduate from  
a hunter  

education class

Field dress  
your harvested  

game animal

Practice sneaking 
quietly for hunting

Read an issue  
of Wild Times 

magazine

Set up a blind  
and decoys for  
duck hunting

Practice  
camouflaging  

for hunting

Walk on  
a trail

Paddle a canoe, 
kayak, paddleboard 

or raft

Find your way using a 
map and compass

Ride your bike 
on dirt

Light and extinguish 
a campfire safely 

Go camping — start  
in your backyard if  

you need to

Have a summer 
snowball fight

Find a 
geocache

Fly a kite Visit a WY  
state park

Sleep 
outside

Build a  
survival shelter

Take a  
backpacking trip

Soak in a  
hot spring

Take a selfie  
in the outdoors

Chop and gather 
 firewood

Climb a 
tree

Make a walking 
stick 

Find a tiger  
salamander - WY 
state amphibian

Go 
snowshoeing

Have a picnic at 
least one mile from a 

trailhead 

Find a growing  
Indian paintbrush - 

WY state flower

Make a wreath  
out of plants

Build a  
snow fort

Skip a rock across  
the water - get it to 

skip five times 

Celebrate with  
a friend on a  

mountain peak

Get out of town to 
view the Milky Way

Howl at the  
moon with a  

distant animal

Hop into an  
alpine lake

Enter the Wyoming 
Wildlife magazine 

Photo Contest

Kick a pebble  
down a trail

Tell a story around 
the campfire

Sled on  
public land

Sing a song on a 
family hike

Roast marshmallows, 
s’mores or a hot dog 

over a campfire

Cross a stream 
without getting  

your feet wet

Walk across a  
fallen tree

Race twigs  
down a creek

Find a 
petroglyph 

Visit a national  
park in WY
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Listen for  
bugling elk

Pack a survival kit  
to bring on an 

outdoor adventure


